5 Good Reasons...
Why you should replace your Windows Server 2012 license now
(and one very good suggestion what you should do instead)

1. As of Oct 2023, Not supported anymore!
   No further patches or updates from Microsoft!

2. Newer applications won’t support it anymore!
   Which means: You won’t be able to use latest technology to move your biz forward

3. You won’t get any security updates!
   In times of cyber crimes, this is not an option!

4. Windows Server 2012 will not be certified on newer hardware!
   So they won’t run on your old server

5. Higher Maintenance costs!
   Harder to maintain old systems running unsupported OS

Rely on a technology that grows with your requirements!

Our suggestion:
Any new PRIMERGY running Windows Server 2022 can be re-deployed with our right-sized professional migration services.

Prepare your company for the afterlife – now!

Modernize with Windows Server 2022: The cloud-ready operating system that boosts on-premises investments with hybrid capabilities.